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Details of Visit:

Author: Reverend Shagwell
Location 2: Essex
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 7 Apr 2009 12.30
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Little Devils Massage
Website: http://www.little-devils.co.uk
Phone: 01702711948

The Premises:

A small bungalow in a residential street in Leigh On Sea. Set well back from the road. Plenty of
parking and felt safe enough. Web site describes it as "luxurious premises" which is stretching it a
bit. The place was very tired although the room itself was clean enough.

The Lady:

Emma was great. I would say early twenties, size 10, long straight dark hair and pretty face. Again a
big exaggeration on the web site says D bust - I would say B but either way great tits! Emma was
great. I would say overall "cute".

The Story:

I arrived just after 11.30 but on phoning found that Emma wa busy, and had someone waiting. I had
a walk and called again at 12. Still busy, but I was invited in to wait. The web site says "We are
always pleased to offer visitors a friendly welcome, a cup of coffee and a chat in our reception area"
- well the maid was friendly and chatty but there is no reception area. I was offered a seat in a deck
chair in the kitchen. Fortunately this didn't bother me, but certainly not as described!
After about 20 mins I was called in to see Emma - wow what a stunner. I was offered full personal
for ?50, and with OWO for ?70, but Emma said that as I had waited so long it would be ?60, which
turned out to be excellent value! We started with a back rub and a chat, then turned over for a bit
more massage. I asked what "dos and don'ts Emma has, and was told not to cum in her mouth, no
fingers in the minnie, and not to go near her bum-hole. Fiar enough! After a few minutes Emma got
down to some good oral, and after a couple of minutes I suggested 69, which was excellent. Emma
is fully shaven and has a lovely noonie. Soon on with the johnny and Emma riding me. Excellent
technique got me very close, but wanting to savour the moment I suggested switching to
missionary. Brilliant shag, and Emma seemed to be enjoying it too. Wanted to finish doggy, but I
was obviously too excited, so will have to wait til next time for that! Overall an excellent punt,
althogh some of the flowery wording on the website stretched the truth somewhat! Emma = 5 stars
on the Reverend Shagwell shag-ometer!!
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